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 I. Introduction: 

first off all a divine and heartful welcome to u dear reader, *namaste*!
secondly all glories to the Supreme.Source.Personality of all bliss
and to the succession of all true teachers of pure divine love!

what is quantum healing and or matrix-alignment?

the concept itself is not at all anything newly discovered, as with almost all so called "new self-
improvement modalities", their original and pure version was revealed by the SUPREME 
CONSCIOUS ENTITY, to our most ancient ancestors far longer ago then most of today´s 
"educated" world population would be able to believe. those revelations were then written down 
for the first time about 5000 years ago by the pure transcendentalist vedic seers, in the divinely 
revealed and perfect sanskrit language, because they could foresee the decline of consciousness 
& memory.power of human beings in the then approaching dark-age (kali-yuga), that is now going 
on. briefly it can be said that the origin of matrix-alignment lies in the ancient wisdom of 
sacred.rites (samskaras), sacred.vows (sankalpas) & oblations to the sacred fire and similar rituals
(yagia). yet we shall not discuss the details of the vedic origin of quantum-healing or matrix-
alignment in this short manual. (maybe in another future essay) 

there are lengthy books on the subject of quantum-healing & even modern.day scientists are 
inverstigating it, but ultimately only those who have subtle perception can feel it and only those 
who have some experience of the Supreme Source-Personality,  can (to some extend) grasp its 
wider spectrum & workings, yet everyone is eligible to receive quantum-healing in the form of 
pure-love-matrix-alignment & benefit from its healing and uplifting effects.
we shall herein only give a very brief and concize summary of the concept, to let the practice be 
experimented with and speak for itself :-)

all gross phenomena (made of earth, water, fire, air and space or audible sound) have their origin 
in more subtle dimensions and ultimately their origin in the SUPREME ETERNAL REALM of the 
SUPREME ETERNAL LOVING PERSONALITY OF GODHEAD. 
if we turn away from the ALL.LOVE.SOURCE & thus forget our connection to it, the result is 
fragmented, smaller love, thus disharmony, many troubles and finally ill health. in summary we can 
say that healing, health and prosperity are (always) natural byproducts of SOURCE.LOVE.FLOW &
or past good deeds (supporting universal harmony), and if we have realized this truth, we need no 
longer ask for anything else but SOURCE.LOVE.

why should we ask for love & healing? of course it is in our relative & absolute self-interest to 
experience these pleasant states of being, but we r well advised to understand the greater 
meaning of love, which is from ALL-SOURCE, for ALL-SOURCE and ALL it´s parts. 
that´s something to contemplate. if i am in harmony, then i can benefit and uplift others, if not, 
how possible? the idea is to re.connect in a humble mood with the divine love-information-
mother.field (THE PURE.LOVE.MATRIX), then request and receive REAL.LOVE INFORMATION, 
and apply it to our body-mind-soul-trinity or to that of our fellow living.beings, in whatever life 
form they may have taken birth. this may be done either directly, via distance or thru the medium
of programmed salt-crystals. the effect will be the trance.form.at.ion of smaller.love 
information.templates into PURE.LOVE.MATRIX, resulting in integral attitude, integral vision, 
integral life & integral health.
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have we heard this before? do we believe in it? 
if yes, how firm is our believe? how far reaching is our experience of it? 
how open are we to let this loving reality reveal itself in our experience? 
how real and humble is our approach in our request for healing/love-flow information?
depending on our realisation of the above parameters, our quantum.healing or matrix.alignment will
be more or less effective.
yet as with any subject matter, the only key to success is understanding the practice, then 
training & gaining expertise with time!  so let us begin NOW, in the mOMent of power!!! :-)

 II. understanding the practice: 

we may first want to know the Supreme-Source of Healing:

Mythology of the Puranic history narrates the subtle ocean of milk being churned by the Gods and
the Demons in search of Amrita, the nectar of immortality. Lord Shiva consumes the ‘Vish’ or 
poison which endangered the world. In the churning unfolded the abundance of the inner and 
outer worlds as amrita the elixir of immortality, herbs, rasa/taste and wealth in the form 
Goddess Lakshmi. 
Shri Dhanvantari emerges during the churning of the subtle milk-ocean (samudra manthan) 
carrying the pot (kalasha) of Nectar (Amrita). He is revered as the physician to the Divine Beings 
(Devata). Shri Dhanvantari is the preserver of life, allowing us to experience our spiritual evolving
through our well-being. His amrita also nurtures our awareness of our highest-self or soul. 

Shrimad Bhagvatam (Bhagavat Purana) 1.3.17 explains:

dhānvantara  dvādaśamaṁ ṁ
trayodaśamam eva cha
apāyayat surān anyān

mohinyā mohayan striyā
Synonyms: 
dhānvantaram — the incarnation of Godhead named Dhanvantari; 
dvādaśamam — the twelfth in the line; trayodaśamam — the thirteenth in the line; 
eva — certainly; ca — and; apāyayat — gave to drink; surān — the demigods; 
anyān — others; mohinyā — by charming beauty; mohayan — alluring; 
striyā — in the form of a woman.
Translation: 

In the twelfth incarnation, the Lord appeared as Dhanvantari, 
and in the thirteenth He allured the atheists 

by the charming beauty of a woman 
and gave nectar to the demigods to drink.

Dhanvantari (a form of Vishnu the Supreme-Conscious-Being) also is the God & bringer of 
Ayurveda.
Ayurveda is the knowledge & science of life & is His Goddess is Nectar of Immortality or Amrita.
The knowledge & energy are female while the cognizer (Dhanvantari) is male.
The union of consciousness with energy & wisdom is the healing science in action.
The healer holding consciousness-space for the knowledge & energy working through the him.
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Dhanvantari does nothing, He is just present,
& creates the divine.space with His knowledge (vidya) and well-wishes (iccha), 
then His energy, Amrita-Devi, does everything for Him and thru Him.

in chapter III (the practice) we have outlined 4 matrix versions, each of them is comprised of a 
sequence of short phrases by which we ask & receive PURE.LOVE-MATRIX INFO.NECTAR. 
one phrase example being:

"amrit inf.OM respects limits"
the short word creation "amrit inf.Om" at the beginning of the line 
should also be understood well, 
it is a short form for:  

all.healthy nectar.information from the Supreme.Source

then, we apply each phrase given in the four matrix versions (of chapter III)
as xplained below :
a)   for updating your own (or another being,s) body-mind-system  :
a.1. 
connect with a situation, feeling. symptom or thought,
that is disturbing your peace & love, 
then locate if, where and how you feel it in your body 
a.2. 
place and keep your left.middle-finger.tip (space-element) on your navel
(all the time during the matrix-alignment)
because this is the body-center from which all your motherly nourishment came and is therefor 
vital for grounding the divine-matrix information which we intend to receive and thus anchor it in 
our bodies :-)
a.3.
hold your right hand palm up for receiving infOm 

(the love.health source.information)
to connect with Om say/sing the first line i.e:
*HIGHEST-HEALING-NECTAR-LOVE-SOURCE*
and receive the alignment information,
a.4.
while repeating the line once again
lay your charged palm onto the top of your head 
(where the gouvenor meridian is updated)
a.5.
while repeating the line for the third time
lay your charged palm onto the point between your eyebrows
(here the third.eye.cakra or command.vortex is updated)
a.6.
while repeating the line for the fourth time
lay your charged palm onto your physical-heart-space
(thus saving inf.Om to the emotional.body)
or, if u want to be more tactful to a receiving person, hold her left wrist.
a.7
repeat a.3-a.6 for each line of the matrix-version 
(of Ch.III) u have chosen to work with
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b) for creating charged salt.crystals: 

b.1.
hold a glass which contains some salt.brin
in your right hand to program healing.water.
we use a tiny tube filled with 3 drops of brin (saturated rock-salt-solution),
b.2. 
connect with a situation, feeling. symptom or thought,
that is disturbing your peace & love, 
then locate if, where and how you feel it in your body 
b.3. 
lay your left palm on your heart-chakra
and hold your right hand palm up infront of your body for receiving inf.Om 

(THE LOVE.HEALTH SOURCE.INFORMATION)
saying/singing the first line (4-times) connect with Om 
and receive & store the love.alignment information in the brin-filled-tube.
repeat the same for the remaining lines (4-times) as well
b.4. 
fill up the tube to 3/4 with medium size himalaya- or rock.salt.crystals
to fix the information more permanently.
after the salt-crystals were added shake the tube 
while saying the summary-line 4-times:

i.e. "daOM GRACE.FAITH HEAD.LOVE FLOWS FREE"
(the line above is another & most short way to matrix.align, 
that is matrix-version IV
which will be explained after versions I, II & III,
we only recommend this as a stand-alone for experienced matrix.workers :-)
the basic-line of version IV, which may be spoken or thought at any moment 
(or when doubts arise) is: 

"daOM GRACE.FAITH LOVE.HEALTH FLOWS FREE"
"ALL-DANK GLAUBE LIEBE FLIEßT-FREI"

b.5. 
wrap the salt-crystal-filled tube in a white paper 
which contains the specific alignment-summary line (xplained above)
to protect the contained love.information 
(evtl. wrap with aluminium foil to protect it from radiation)
b.6. 
1 hour before meals, take 1 or 2 matrix-salt-crystals under your tongue
while repeating the summary-line four or more times :-)
do this 3-times a day, for 21-days
b.7. 
if possible try to keep the crystals in a safe distance from radiation sources 
like wifi, mobile-phones, loudspeakers etc. :-)

this much explained, below are different matrix.versions u can use for different situations,
very short ones for "a quick fix" and more elaborate ones for a more contemplative or meditative 
practice.  we hope this will help u and your loved-ones receive help for self-help
resulting in integral love.health and divine.prosperity!!!
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 III. the practice 
a) preparation:

we have experienced the essentiality of becoming still and opening some subtle space for 
receiving grace ... 
let us thus become empty of our mind´s chatter, previous limited knowledge, concepts & beliefs.
to have HIS WILL OF PURE.LOVE done thru us.
let us be silent, serene, still in the core of our being.
AMRITA, His WIDOM.NECTAR.ENERGY will do everything as she already does,
it is just our mental-system of ego-mind-intelligence 
that needs to not interfere but willingly participate by allowing the opening of some space. 
we pray for such openness, inviting DIVINE-MERCY-FLOW-CONNECTION:
(u may recite the mantra below or choose one of your preference)

OM NAMO BHAGAVATE MAHASUDARSHANA
god respect,  Supreme Person,  greatest beauty vision   

VASUDEVAYA DHANVANTARAYE
Supreme.Cosmic.Mind Rich.Forest of Health

AMRUTA KALASA HASTAYA
Life.Nectar.  in a pot.    He carries

SHRI CHAKRA NARAYANA SVAHA
Great Fire.Wheel  Narayana ´s    it´s Yours 

the matrix.lines below may be sung in the tune accessible thru the link 
(or any other):  click the link to listen to Shri Yamunashtakam

Version-I english:

 108-lSa HEALING.NECTAR.MATRIX   (short & common)   

repeat each line 4 times as xplained above, 1-time receiving & 3-times applying:

1- HIGHEST HEALING.NECTAR LOVE.SOURCE
2- NECTAR ACCEPTANCE READINESS
3- LOVE.FLOW.NECTAR INFORMATION
4- WITH FULL GRACE.FAITH - HEALING COMPLETE 

or (4.2- GRACE.FAITH LOVE.HEALTH FLOWS FREE FOR ALL)
or (4.3- thank.GOD WITH FAITH LOVE.HEALTH FLOWS FREE)

    (daOM)

in cases of xtreme emotional turmoil, these and other matrix-phrases can also be tapped into the 
major eft (emotional-freedom-techniques) meridian points as can be seen in my video here: 
 108-lSa emergency EFT Nrisinghaya mantra tapping
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   Version-I deutsch: 
 108-lSa HEILUNGS.NEKTAR.MATRIX   (kurz & allgemein)  
wiederhole jede zeile 4 mal wie auf Seite 5 erklärt, 1-mal empfangen & 3-mal geben:

01- HÖCHSTE HEILUNGS.NEKTAR QUELLE
02- NEKTAR ANNAHME BEREITSCHAFT
03- HEILUNGS.NEKTAR INFORMATION
04- MIT VERTRAUEN HEILUNG KOMPLETT 

oder (4.2- MIT VERTRAUEN LIEBE FLIEßT FREI)
oder (4.3- dank.GOTT GLAUBE LIEBE FLIEßT FREI)
oder        (4.4  daOM GLAUBE LIEBE FLIEßT FREI)

Version-II backgrounds:
 108-lSa ESSENCE.THREAD.MATRIX.MEDITATION  
 
this version is mainly designed to serve as a meditation,
but it can most certainly also be applied in the same 2 other ways as version I namely laying the 
hands on the three information-centers or tapping on the meridian-points from the video.
or the hand-positions can be imagined with the first four repitions of each matrix-line and then
meditation can be continued without remembering the hand positions.
before we start the practice of Version-II let us look at:
 
a) the subtle psychlogical intricacies 
& 
b) the deeper meaning behind each line

 a) subtle-intricacies of the OM-alignment-matrix meditation: 

while breathing and thinking one line of the affirmations we connect with the dis-harmony that we
wish to re-align to greater Self-love and wait for a response in feeling, picture, word, 
remembrance etc. & by the grace of DIVINE SOURCE-CONNECTION attempt to observe from a
position of the virtuous reflection of the soul-energy in the clean portion of the mirror of the 
heart/chitta, with a calm, curious, compassionate mind. what is the re-action of the dis-
harmonious impression-template to the divine-love update of amrit infOM? that which disturbs 
our peace and well being are impressions or templates of passion/raja-guna & 
ignorance/apathy/darkness or tama-guna, which have conditioned our consciousness or awareness 
to a smaller love-understanding (i.e. an over-critical protective attitude, which serves to protect a
hurt) we may now learn to appreciate the good intention of our smaller-loving personality parts & 
with their permission, may trance.form  their understanding into a greater (virtous/sattva) 
attitude and maybe even infinite (vishuddha-sattva) pure.love.understanding. the result of greater
love can only be achieved with a respectful loving approach, thus we observe the re.action and 
empathically ask what that personality part (template) may need and by divine-source-connection 
attempt to be a channel for exactly that. we continue this call-response xchange until peace with 
the particular line is achieved and then move on to the next line until we reach the end.
when in this process, our mind becomes more calm, we may reduce the phrase and work 
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only with the second half, i.e. "respects limits", or just with two core syllables, i.e. 
"respect".  sometimes in the process we may also get insights which may suggest that we
go back to one or more of the previous phrases, which in this case may be 
recommendable. also we suggest that u become familiar with IFS (internal-family 
systems), which will also be incorporated in our "108-lSa Integral-Communication manual" 
which shall be published soon. :-)
  
b) the deeper meaning behind each of the 1+12-lines:

which may also be roughly correlated to the 5-main 
& 7-secondary relation-mellows (rasas) 

00- JAI AMRITA DHANVANTARI 
we start the meditation by giving up our imagined sense of control

by saying "may U Divine-Healers be successful", cause what is in the way of love & 
healing is just our imagined provisionary sense of i-ness & my-ness
(the false-ego), when in truths all in this world is done by the three modes (goodness-
passion-ignorance) of material nature (Durga) under the supervision of the Supersoul 
(G.O.D.) according to our karma and belief system. 
we repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the parts in our 
mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)

01- AMRIT inf.OM SOURCE connected
connection is the opposite of disgust or the relation-mellow called bibhatsa.

although in step 01 we have already connected with source to give up control, here we 
focuss on the sense and feeling of being connected to the source of nectar, the 
benevolence of the nectarian nature of the Personalities who distribute this nectar and 
what that nectar is. this nectar is the power of pure eternal existence in peace, love-
(service) & bliss, which when we receive and accept it, trance-forms our consciousness 
and consequently also our subtle and gross covering body systems 
we repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the parts in our 
mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)
 
02- AMRIT inf.OM SHELTERED in OM 

shelter frees us from fear or the relation-mellow called bhaya. 
in normal human consciousness of temporary-bodily identification, there is always & often 
also a conscious threat to our survival or at least our peaceful well-being. memories of 
such trauma may cause lasting disturbance in both our gross and subtle body system. our 
subtle sense of i-ness also is not eternal and true but temporary/provisionary, very 
unstable and thus under constant threat and often in defense. only if we are in company of
the truly Super-Potent person are we truly safe from harm, 
thus we seek refuge at exactly that Supreme Benevolent Person.
& repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the parts in our 
mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)

03- AMRIT inf.OM FEARLESS servant   
when we have found the shelter of the ALL-Powerful benevolent-master, we become 

free of all fears and the relation-mellow of heroism called vira can fully awake in our 
consciousness. 
this one may be a bit of a tough nut not for some, still it is an essential or crucial turning 
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point, i didn´t want to miss to mention. if u cannot relate to it or don´t want to try how it 
might feel like, u may still skip this phrase, which i hope u won´t, after reading our 
xplanation. a human life is a tiny insignificant spark of temporary existence in a vast and 
almost unlimited and very very old universe. none of has created him or herself. and all the
energy our bodies need to survive and perform activity, are, as far as our senses can 
perceive, borrowed from the sun. but where does the sun take it´s energy from? where 
does the sun come from, etc. in summary: creation is an amazing work of art and we r part
of it and thus belong to the one who has created us. even our true innermost self is not our
own property, still we r given a choice, to love (which is xpressed thru loving affectionate 
service) or to egoistically try to enjoy and xploit the external world resources. choice is 
ours. if we choose to dedicate our borrowed energies to the Supremely-Benevolent-
Fearless-Source-Personality, then we may experience the bliss of realizing our innermost 
nature of being an eternal fearless love-servant to the Supreme-Divine... let´s give it a try? 
& repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the parts in our 
mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)

04- AMRIT inf.OM RESPECTS limits (& or) powers
if our limits (or powers) r not respected, our conditioned mental-protectors may 

respond with anger or the relation-mellow called raudra.
the word limits here is a place-holder for all kinds of short-comings, lackings & 
imperfections, just as the word powers is a place-holder not only for forces but also all 
kinds of abilities.
the nectar (of love and immortality) respects our limitations & powers:
they may also be limits or powers of choice (even that of turning away and forgetting the 
One who truly loves us), of belief, of readiness, of understanding, of love ability etc. 
that is a great aspect of love, but our love as conditioned souls is very limited in 
comparison to that Supreme-Source-Love and we thus tend to, not be able to respect the 
limits or powers of others either. now we request the immortal.nectar information to update
our matrix-system with exactly this limit or power respecting love-attitude, for the highest
benefit of all ... & repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the 
parts in our mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)

05- AMRIT inf.OM FORGIVES small love  
if we understand that there was never anything to forgive, all is immediately 

forgiven and we feel a great relief which naturally awakens our sense of joy, humor and 
laughter or the relation-mellow called hasya. :-)
the nectar of love also forgives that we have limited our love-flow. do we forgive ourself? 
do we forgive others their limited love? do we understand that whatever limited love we 
experience was & is just a mirror of our own actions of limited love, to get us to reflect 
wether we r actually as loving as we wish others to be? if we understand that others only 
reflect our own limited love, is there anything left to forgive, or is everything forgiven? 
(actually there are 9 karmic-mirrors which we will xplain in our integral-communication 
manual, until then u may follow this link to an informative video on the subject "The Seven 
Essene Mirrors  " by Gregg Braden). thus we request source-nectar to update our trinity-
system with pure, unlimited love-understanding which leads to complete forgiveness of 
ourself and thus others and Source. 
we repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the parts in our 
mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)

06- AMRIT inf.OM lesson GRATEFUL 
if we understand that all is perfectly orchestrated to re-wake the pure.love that we all 
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r, then we become grateful for all & can achieve true peace or the relation-mellow called 
shanta.
when we have harmonized with phrase 05, we have a chance to become actually grateful 
for whatever (sometimes unpleasant) experiences life brings or has brought us, thru divine
resonance arrangement, so we may awake to our true, eternal love.nature. 
even though we may have understood this theoretically we may need more 
experience.time to deeply believe it. furthermore some parts of our mostly subconscious 
mind, related to past painful, traumatic experiences, may very much likely belief that what 
happened was unfair, because they didn´t have 
a vast enough comprehension and source-connection to perceive the whole picture. these 
parts need this update the most ... empathy and time are often required to integrate this 
nectar.information. 
we repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the parts in our 
mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)

07- AMRIT inf.OM LOVE.will ALIGNED
the Supreme-Consciousness knows what is best for all, if we understand this fact, we

will naturally be inclined to align with & serve IT´s all.love.agenda and the relation-mellow 
called dasya or loving-servitude will awaken in our consciousness.
does some.thing have a will? can something impersonal express love?  
can love flow if all is one? u may answer that for yourself ;-)
what is real, pure LOVE? how is it distinguished from impure or smaller love?
in summary it can be said that divine.will is always love.will.
here we ask/pray for revelation of divine.love.will and cessation of opposition to 
divine.love.will, the result of which is alignment.
there are several definitions of pure.love, which help us distinguish it from what it´s not, yet
even then its positive side needs to be experienced. many of us unfortunate ones cannot 
remember such an expeirence. for them we shall give a few hints here.
there is only one love but it can be tainted by the identification of the 
pure.loving.consciousness (the soul or jivatma) with matter´s three modes of goodness, 
passion and ignorance. of these three, goodness or virtue and purity is most helpful and 
required to help us perceive the reflection of pure love in the now polluted mirror of our 
soul.heart (chitta). 
below let me share some slightly edited lines, inspired by the preface of the booklet "The 
Way of Love" of my spiritual preceptor B.V. Narayan Maharaj, that were written by his well-
known, advanced disciple & famous artist, her grace Shyamarani-devi dasi. 

"If a man is not on good terms with you yet he offers to give you something, can you 
accept it? No, you cannot because there is a lack of regard. But if someone has love and 
affection for you, even if s/he slaps you, you will be happy because s/he has the highest 
regard for you. Why? Because the slap is so full of love and affection."

“The basic principle of the living condition is that we have a general propensity to love 
someone. No one can live without loving someone else. This propensity is present in 
every living being. Even an animal like a tiger has this loving propensity at least in a 
dormant stage, and it is certainly present in the human beings. The missing point, 
however, is where to repose our love so that everyone can become happy. At the present 
moment the human society teaches one to love his country or family or his personal self, 
but there is no information about where to repose the loving propensity so that everyone 
can become happy. In the primary stage a child loves his parents, then his brothers and 
sisters, and as he daily grows up he begins to love his family, society, community, country, 
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nation or even the whole human society. But the loving propensity is not satisfied even by 
loving all human society. That loving propensity remains imperfectly fulfilled until we know 
who is the supreme beloved. Our loving propensity expands just as a vibration of light or 
air expands, but we do not know where it ends.”
"the problem we face – not knowing how to love. the science of loving every living being 
perfectly is by the process of loving the Supreme Being. It is like pouring water on the root 
of a tree or supplying food to one’s stomach. The root cause of our dissatisfaction is that 
our dormant loving propensity has not been fulfilled despite our great advancement in the 
materialistic way of life. We are watering all parts of the tree, but missing the tree’s root, 
the Supreme Lovely Being."
“Missing the Supreme Self means missing one’s self also.

Self-realization and realization of the Supreme Soul, the all-attractive reservoir of love, go 
together simultaneously. For example, seeing oneself in the morning means seeing the 
sunrise or light of the day also; without seeing the sunshine (in darkness) no one can see 
himself. Relations of the soul, established in relation with the Supreme Soul, are factual 
relations. The bodily relation is the cause of material bondage, but the relation of the soul 
is the cause of freedom. This relation of the soul to the soul can be established by the via 
medium of the relation with the Supersoul."

much more could be said but that would go beyond the scope of this booklet. yet we hope 
that these lines, give u a hint what we suggest to ask to receive with the above mentioned 
phrase nr 07.
we repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the parts in our 
mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)

08- AMRIT inf.OM OBSERVES pure.love
if in one way or another one is blessed to ob-serve the expression of pure selfless-

love, one cannot help but be amazed or astonished and deeply touched, that is the 
relation-mellow called adbhuta.
basically, here we ask/pray for nectar-information, that gives us a glimpse of how pure.love
might view this issue or situation we r wishing to harmonize with ... 
ob.serves pure.love = OM loves all & for Om all r, always worthy of OM.love
but OM reciprocates with the attitude approach of it´s consciousness particles (BG-4.11) 
thus we pray to receive that inf.Om which updates our trinity-system in such a way that
our attitude and approach to Om & all it´s particles will be integrally honest, loving and 
benefitting for all ... that´s why we first align & then observe & by realizing we r always 
worthy we may then attune ...
& repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the parts in our 
mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)

09- AMRIT inf.OM pure.love ATTUNED, 
attuning requires trust, which is a symptom of friendship or the relation-mellow 

called sakhya. 
after having observed with pure-love-vision, in this step, we ask/pray for love-infOM
that helps us attune more finely with it or even become one with it, in our whole soul-mind-
body-trinity,
& repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the parts in our 
mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)
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10- AMRIT inf.OM GRACE.FAITH love flow
after realizing that Supreme-Consciousness is our friend we may open up even 

more to it´s parental personality aspects, or the relation-mellow called vatsalya. 
now, that we have received all the above 9 alignments, everything should be fine, if not, 
maybe, some well-meaning personality-part-templates in our system still have some 
doubts or conflicting, limiting beliefs. above all the doubt in a Supremely-Benevolent-
Source-Personility who only wishes our best. these doubts of course have their reasons 
and it is their good right to have them, still, we as self, may wish to expand our love & 
harmony, may have understood, or even realized a greater love.understanding and wish 
the doubting.sub.part of our system to not obstruct this developement & also benefit from 
this new and more universally loving love.matrix.alingment. so here we ask & pray for that 
nectar.infOm which gives exactly those love-informations and understandings to our 
doubting parts which they need to find peace and give way to the greater-love-alignment 
which we r aiming at, with this practice, for the benefit of all.
we repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the parts in our 
mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)

11- AMRIT inf.OM grateful LOVES.OM 
now that (hopefully) all doubts are also cleared, only gratefulness should remain. 

still we may ask and pray for a special update on grateful-love.energy.return to our 
Supreme-Divine-Source-Mother-Father-Personality, which may at a certain point, when we
completely trance-zen-t our bodily identification turn into a pure conjugal love-relation or 
the relation-mellow called shringhar. 
this we will discuss in yet another essay though :-D 
we repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the parts in our 
mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)

12- AMRIT inf.OM LOVES.OM AND.PARTS
gratefully loving our Divine-Mother-Father enables us to also love all their energies, 

emanations and conscious particles or souls in a befitting non-exploitive way ..., 
avoiding the innimical beings, munificiently helping the innocent or the relation-mellow 
called karuna, befriending equals and learning & serving from those who are more 
elevated in love. thus here we ask and pray for that nectar-infOM which gives our trinity-
system exactly what it needs to live our divine soul-relations in the most excellently loving 
ways ...
& repeat this phrase, at the same time listen, emphatize and reply to the parts in our 
mental-field, until we feel in harmony with it´s content  :-)

~~~

let us practice Version-II:

1. connect with a situation, feeling. symptom or thought,
that is disturbing your peace & love, 
then locate if, where and how you feel it in your body
2.
thinking the first half of one affirmation.line while breathing in,
thinking the second half of the affirmation.line while breathing out,
then, (if the mind is calm enough) taking only the second part of the affirmation.line and 
dividing it into two parts and applying the above breath-pattern. 
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it may either be recited/sung or remembered in the mind,
in a spirit of welcoming grace and neutrally observing whatever may happen, 
without demand or expactations.
we have experienced good results by repeating each line until a feeling of peace and 
harmony with it´s meaning and content is achieved.

Version-II english:

00- JAI AMRITA DHANVANTARI #4 -- :-)
01- AMRIT inf.OM SOURCE connected #4 -- :-)
02- AMRIT inf.OM SHELTERED in OM #4 -- :-)
03- AMRIT inf.OM FEARLESS servant   #4 -- :-)
04- AMRIT inf.OM RESPECTS limits #4 -- :-) (RESPECTS powers)
05- AMRIT inf.OM FORGIVES small love  #4 -- :-)
06- AMRIT inf.OM lesson GRATEFUL #4 -- :-)
07- AMRIT inf.OM LOVE.will ALIGNED #4 -- :-)
08- AMRIT inf.OM OBSERVES pure.love #4 -- :-) (WORTH of OM.love)
09- AMRIT inf.OM pure.love ATTUNED, #4 -- :-)
10- AMRIT inf.OM GRACE.FAITH love flow #4 -- :-)
11- AMRIT inf.OM grateful LOVES.OM #4 -- :-)
12- AMRIT inf.OM LOVES.OM AND.PARTS #4 -- :-)

the boldened words are the key-words which we remember when we enter the deeper 
states of the meditative practice. 

instead of amrit inf.OM also another special mantra may be meditated
i.e.: AING GURAVE  SOURCE connected, 
or amrit can be replaced with the name of a specific incarnation 
i.e. Dashavatar KURMA ->  KURMA inf.OM SOURCE connected
 that has been suggested by    Supreme.Personal.prayer.  Divination: 
it is only wise divination, if we realize our actual, eternally subordinate position to the 
Supreme and thus give up the entitlement fallacy. thus in Supreme-Personal-prayer-
divination we connect with our inner guidance thru prayer, then ask if we may serve as a 
channel for healing information & if the answer is yes, we pose the question while chanting
an appropriate prayer & cast the oracle, thus receiving the answer by number. a manual 
on the subject shall (by causeless Divine-Grace) become available in the near future :-)
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Version-II deutsch:

00- JAI AMRITA DHANVANTARI #4 -- :-)
01- AMRIT inf.OM QUELL verbunden #4 -- :-)
02- AMRIT inf.OM GESCHUETZT in OM #4 -- :-)
03- AMRIT inf.OM FURCHTLOS dienend  #4 -- :-)
04- AMRIT inf.OM Grenzen RESPEKT #4 -- :-) (Kräfte RESPEKT)
05- AMRIT inf.OM VERGIBT klein.lieb #4 -- :-)
06- AMRIT inf.OM Lektion DANKBAR #4 -- :-)
07- AMRIT inf.OM lieb.will JUSTIERT #4 -- :-)
08- AMRIT inf.OM rein.lieb NIMMT.WAHR #4 -- :-) (WERT OM.liebe)
09- AMRIT inf.OM rein.lieb GESTIMMT #4 -- :-)
10- AMRIT inf.OM VERTRAUT GNADE #4 -- :-)
11- AMRIT inf.OM dankbar LIEBT.OM #4 -- :-)
12- AMRIT inf.OM liebt.OM TEILE #4 -- :-)
Version-III english:

 108-lSa ESSENCE.THREAD.MATRIX 

this version is a summary of version II
which we suggest to work with after u have experienced and understood
the former. it may be applied in the same ways as version I. or II.  :-)
or a single word at a time (of phrases 2.-4), can be meditatively deliberated upon, while 
chanting/reciting another mantra (i.e. phrase-1.),
or one of the 2-syllable-key-words can be added to a six syllable mantra,
(i.e.  AMRIT DHANVANTARI RESPECTS)

let us practice Version-III:

01-  JAI AMRITA DHANVANTARI  #4  
  or (AMRIT DHANVANTARI inf.OM)
02-  with.OM, SHELTERED, FEARLESS, RESPECTS    #1-4
03-  FORGIVES, GRATEFUL, ALIGNED, OB-SERVES #1-4
04-  LOVE-TUNED, GRACE-FAITH, LOVES.OM, AND.PARTS #1-4

Version-III deutsch:

 108-lSa ESSENZ.SCHNUR.MATRIX 

01-  JAI AMRITA DHANVANTARI  #4  
  or (AMRIT DHANVANTARI inf.OM)
02-  mit.OM, GESCHUETZT, FURCHTLOS, RESPEKT    #1-4
03-  VERGIBT, DANKBAR, JUSTIERT, NIMMT.WAHR #1-4
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04-  GESTIMMT, GLAUBE, LIEBT.OM, TEILE #1-4

 Version-IV english: 

 108-lSa MATRIX.SUMMARY.LINE 

this short summary is supposed to be tagged on the salt-crystal glass tube,
as well as to be remembered or downloaded into the energy centers
whenever doubts or problems re-surface.

example:

"daOM GRACE.FAITH MY HEAD LOVE.FLOWS"

fill in your specific words:

"daOM GRACE.FAITH  ________ ________ LOVE.FLOWS"

 Version-IV  deutsch: 

Beispiel:

"daOM GLAUBE MEIN KOPF LIEBE"

füge Deine spezifischen Worte ein:

"daOM GLAUBE  ________ ________  LIEBE"
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 IV. Endnotes: 

u can find more integral-love alignment on:   

  108-lSa.com

if u have received this manual for free and think it might be helpful for some people
you are heartily invited to visit our website and post a comment, ask a question or give

your support in form of a testimonial & or donation.  

May all beings be healthy and prosper in their true.love.nature :-)

Jai Amrita-Dhanvantari!

endnote:

this tutorial contains extremely valuable & highly condensed insight and experience from long hours of
meditation and application. for your direct time-saving progress, for the benefit of all.

from the contents of this booklet we could produce an extensive, time-consuming course 
and charge a huge amount of money for!

but selling the healing-knowledge for a high price and thus depriving the less wealthy of the benefits, 
and enriching oneself on the suffering of the well-to-do, produces negative binding karma.

Why do I say this?
because it is important to appreciate the information, given in our essence-manuals,

even though they are distributed for a minimal fee or for free, to achieve the best possible effect!
we think that 3€ is a fair minimal-support for our work-time invested to prepare this 

time-saving essence-manual for u.
if then, after sufficient practice u r blessed to guess or experience it´s actual value, 

u r welcome to give an xtra contribution, if u can and like :-)
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everyone is elligible to receive quantum-healing 
in the form of pure-love-matrix-alignment 

& benefit from it´s healing and uplifting effects.

the idea is to re.connect in a humble mood 
with the divine love.information.mother.field 

(the pure.love.matrix), 
then request and receive real.love information, 

and apply it to our body-mind-soul-trinity 
or to that of our fellow living.beings :-)

yours affectionately

Solbjoern Brajendra Nd
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